Onset of illness: N=924

The number of patients stratified according to nearest health facilities (potential health access)

- Clinics: n=286 (31%)
  - 82 (29%) used nearby clinic
  - 18 bypassed nearby health centres

- Health centres: n=506 (55%)
  - 178 (35%) used nearby health centre
  - 48 bypassed nearby clinics
  - 5 bypassed nearby hospitals

- Hospitals: n=132 (14%)
  - 127 (96%) used nearby hospital
  - 156 by passed nearby clinics
  - 310 bypassed nearby health centres

Used alternative treatment: n=428 (46%)

Never used alternative treatment: n=496 (54%)

The number of patients according to type of health facilities first visited.

- Clinics: n=48
  - 82 (29%) used nearby clinic
  - 18 bypassed nearby health centres

- Health centres: n=178
  - 178 (35%) used nearby health centre
  - 48 bypassed nearby clinics
  - 5 bypassed nearby hospitals

- Hospitals: n=127
  - 127 (96%) used nearby hospital
  - 156 by passed nearby clinics
  - 310 bypassed nearby health centres

Shows patients’ use of nearby health facilities

Shows patients’ first visit at distant health facilities bypassing the nearby one.